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Mutants and masterminds character sheet 2nd edition

I am always disappointed by trying to keep track of the handwritten character sheet: writing, deleting, rewriting, and repeating if necessary. I tried using sheets made into Acrobat shape, but I was just disappointed not having enough note space, couldn't load enough text into a small space, and couldn't format text in a larger field so it would be easier to read
or scan important bits of information. (Yes, I'm too detail oriented, AKA money retention. I'm sure I explained that on the homepage.) So, here's my solution ... Tadaa! Ms Word's terrifying character sheet. MnM2e CharSheet v1.1 If you don't like something about it, change it. I tried to keep it as simple as possible, but character sheets are a complicated thing. I
had to use some advanced formatting. Some notes about working with sheets ... The Power/Sheet Devices section requires little Word knowledge working with the table. I include examples of primary power as well as alternative powers, but you may need to do your own copy/patch of row if necessary to put alternative powers under their appropriate primary
power. It is the easiest to work on a sheet seeing it in Normal mode (See menu &gt; Normal). Beware of accidental deletion of sections or columns. You may want to use Show Marks so you can see breaks. Feel free to send me feedback, requests for updates, or your own updates to the sheet. Recommended links other character sheet sites I recommend ...
www.rpgsheets.com Mad Irishman Productions SSA - X2 post24-Sep-2015CategoryDocumentsview798download117Embed Size (px)344 x 292429 x 357514 x 422599 x 487 Mutants &amp; Masterminds Second Edition Record Folio (PDF) A 1.1 MB download A Super Sheet for Your Superhero! Your superhero is great worthy of deluxe treatment and that's
where Mutants &amp; Masterminds Second Edition Character Record Folio comes in. Say goodbye to crawling your notes and super power into a single character sheet. Folio is designed to handle your superheroes for the entire campaign. Its 16 pages include great additions, such as record sheets for your minions, vehicles, and headquarters, as well as
Crime Files that allow you to track milestones and NPCs. &amp;Character Record M2e Folio is good for any character, from street-level vigilante to being a cosmic force. Most importantly, you can use this PDF to generate as many Character Record Folios you need for the Mutants &amp; Masterminds Characters Second Edition! Note: This is the PDF
version of our popular Folios print. It cannot be modified but rather intended to be printed and written. You can do so as many times as you like after purchasing one Mutants &amp; Masterminds Folio Second Edition Character Record. If you're looking for a character sheet that you can fill in on your computer and print, there are several options free online for
mutants &amp; role-playing games; Superhero Masterminds. SKU: grr9003e Tags: M&amp;y; M Second Edition, PDF Download &amp;; See Mutants &amp; Masterminds - Character Sheet - 2nd sung as PDF for Free Embed Size (px) 344 x 292429 x 357514 x 422599 x 487DESCRIPTIONNo Field Posting on 24-Sep-2015815 viewsCategory:Document121
downloadEmbed Size (px) 344 x 292429 x 357514 x 422599 x 487View more &gt; dropbox.com/s/i5gt ... dropbox.com/s/i5gt...
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